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Also refer to theoretical background here: http://ianology.wordpress.com/2006/10/30/routable-network-design/

Step 1. Stations
In the first step, map out the desired stations. These stations are taken from ULTraPRT.com. Note that stations don't have to be on a line and should 
not be at an intersection. All stations are off line: some can be only a few feet off line, and some can be farther off.



Step 2. A Squares
Tysons Corner is one of the harder places to force into a grid, since the roads are not grid like. So we have a pattern that is topologically a grid, but 
stretched and skewed somewhat. The blue "A squares" are the long term main lines that should be as straight as possible, given the limits of historical 
development. As you can see, we are more worried about the main arterials right now, than in hitting the stations.

All lines are one way.

Intersections can be of any type (see the theoretical background paper) as long as it is possible to either go straight or turn.



Step 3. B Squares
In step 2, we trisect the A squares to make nine B squares per A square. Because of historical development, we have no choice but to go through 
some lower density neighborhoods and make several overpasses over the highways. These features will not be in the final design, but is all part of the 
process of making straightness out of chaos. In the long term, the magenta B squares will form fairly straight routes along with the A squares, after 
the initial system is expanded.

Also note the directionality is completely unambiguous. I didn't take the time to draw in the arrows, but you can imagine it. All blue A lines alternate 
direction. Since there are two B lines between each A line, all magenta B lines also alternate direction. So to start the directionality mapping, take any 
route and assign a direction: For example, Leesburg Pike is going SE. This determines the direction of every other line on the map.



Step 4. C Squares
The green C squares trisect the B squares, so this step is just a repeat of the last step, only at the next level of detail. At this point we try to hit all the 
stations, but if they can't be hit, then that's OK because those missed stations can be served by way-off-line sidings (not shown).

Again, in order to conform to a topological grid, we made some more highway overpasses and went through a park, all of which won't really happen 
(as seen in the next step), but is part of the process.



Step 5. Erase
The final step is to erase lines that are not needed for the initial build - in this case, all the lines that don't serve the initial stations are erased. What's 
shown here is a very first pass at step 5, and a lot more fine tuning is necessary. For example, the overpasses can be eliminated and looped on the 
south side of the highway, and the C lines that go though parks can be corrected. Also, this map can be further broken into phases - perhaps only 
eight or ten stations to be built first with a subset of guideway loops. Note the following properties of the plan:

● All directionality is unambiguous. There is never any traffic going directly towards or away from each other on the same line.

● There is no case of more than two routes converging into one. Grids automatically disperse traffic and avoid problem points.

● All the corners can be expanded to serve the rest of northern Virginia without any service interruption.

● Expansion will not result in circuitous routes. There is as little curvature as practical between any 2 points, which keeps the total trip time as low as 
possible.
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